We develop a technique for the reconstruction of the potential for a scalar field in cosmological models based on induced gravity. The potentials reproducing cosmological evolutions driven by barotropic perfect fluids, a cosmological constant, a Chaplygin gas and a modified Chaplygin gas are constructed explicitly.
Introduction
In the conventional formulation of General Relativity gravitation is described by adding to matter an Einstein-Hilbert gravitational action containing Newton's constant. An entirely different approach is that of induced gravity [1] wherein the gravitational constant and interaction arise as a quantum effect. In particular as a one-loop effect associated with the coupling of the curvature scalar to some hitherto unknown scalar field. Thus gravity itself would not be associated with "fundamental physics" but would be an "emergent effect" in which the conventional formulation is a low energy limit. The application of induced gravity models to cosmology has been the subject of interest for several years [2] - [6] . As is well-known scalar fields play an essential role in modern cosmology since they are possible candidates for the role of the inflaton field driving inflation in the early universe [7] and of the dark energy substance [8] responsible for the present cosmic acceleration [9] . Thus, the technique of the reconstruction of the potentials of scalar fields reproducing a given cosmological evolution has attracted the attention of researchers for a long time [10] - [18] . The reconstruction of potentials for scalar fields non-minimally coupled to gravity was considered in [19] . The reconstruction of potentials for models with two scalar fields was studied in [20] , while a similar procedure for tachyon models was discussed in [21, 22, 13] .
In the second section of the present paper we present a general technique for the reconstruction of scalar field potentials for a scalar field non-minimally coupled to gravity and then consider its version for the case of induced gravity [3] . In the third section we explicitly construct the potentials which reproduce the cosmological evolutions driven by such perfect fluids as barotropic fluids with a fixed relation between the energy density and pressure, a cosmological constant, the Chaplygin gas [23] and for the whole family of models, which is sometimes called "modified Chaplygin gas" [24] . By the cosmological evolution driven by some perfect fluid characterized by certain energy density ε and pressure p we mean the evolution of the flat Friedmann universe with the scale factor a described by the Hubble parameter h =ȧ/a, where a "dot" represents the time derivative. The energy density and the pressure are related to the Hubble parameter by the Friedmann equations, which we write in the form
and
where a convenient choice of Newton's constant G, 8πG/3 = 1, has been made. We also consider separately the cases of the conformal coupling (−1/6) and the coupling with the coefficient equal to −1/4 because for these cases it is possible to obtain some general expressions for the potentials. Section 4 contains some concluding remarks.
The basic equations
Let us consider the action
In a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker flat spacetime with metric
the scalar curvature is
The Lagrangian in this minisuperspace is
After integration by parts
The variation of the Lagrangian (8) with respect to the lapse function N gives
Fixing as a gauge condition N = 1 and dividing Eq. (9) by a 3 we obtain the generalized Friedmann equation
The variation of the Lagrangian (8) with respect to a gives, after division by a 2 , the second Friedmann equation
Finally, the variation of the Lagrangian (8) with respect to σ gives the KleinGordon equationσ
Let us now suppose that the function U (σ) is fixed. Then suppose that we have some prescribed cosmological evolution given by the Hubble parameter h as a function of the cosmic time t or of the cosmological radius a. If we know the dependence of the scalar field σ on the variables t or a and if we can invert the corresponding function, we are able to find an explicit form for the potential compatible with the given evolution, provided some special initial conditions are chosen. This form of the potential can be obtained from the equation
which is a consequence of Eq. (10) . In what follows it will be more convenient to consider all the functions as functions of a and not of t. Correspondingly, Eq. (13) can rewritten as
where a "prime" denotes the derivative with respect to a. We would now like to eliminate the potential V from the Klein-Gordon equation (12) . We can find the derivative dV /dσ, by using Eq. (13)
On substituting the expression (15) into the Klein-Gordon equation (12) we obtain
For the case of a minimal coupling to gravity (U = const) Eq. (16) reduces tȯ
or, if one wishes to work with the dependence of σ on a, it becomes
The reconstruction procedure for potentials of minimally coupled fields is based on the use of formulae (17) or (18) . For the case of a nonminimal coupling it is more convenient to use the dependence of the scalar field on the cosmological radius a. Correspondingly Eq. (16) should be rewritten as
For the case of induced gravity [3] U
Eq. (19) acquires a simpler form
On now introducing the variable
we can rewrite Eq. (21) in the following form
On introducing a new function f such that
we obtain the following linear second order differential equation for f :
It is easy to see, on comparing Eqs. (22) and (24), that
Finally, formula (14) for the potential V in the case of the induced gravity becomes
All the considerations following Eq. (15) are valid providing the time derivative of the scalar field σ is different from zero. The case of the constant field σ must be treated separately. Let us first of all notice that, if σ is constant, then the functions U and V also do not depend on time and it follows immediately from the Friedmann equation (10) that the Hubble parameter h is constant too. This corresponds to a cosmological evolution driven by the cosmological constant. Eq. (10) can now be rewritten as
Then, on substitutingσ = 0 andḣ = 0 into the Klein-Gordon equation (12) we obtain dV dσ
Dividing Eq. (29) by Eq. (28) we obtain
which gives
where V 0 is an arbitrary constant. For the case of induced gravity (20) we obtain from Eq. (31) a quartic potential
3. Examples
Barotropic fluid
For a barotropic fluid with the equation of state
the Hubble parameter behaves as
and h
The basic equation (25) is now
where we have introduced the following notation
The general solution of Eq. (36) is
where c 1 and c 2 are arbitrary constants, and the exponents p 1 and p 2 are
We shall always choose one of the constants c 1 or c 2 equal to zero. Only in this case one can hope to invert the function (38). Then, up to a constant
and from Eq. (26) it follows that
and inversely
Another useful formula is
On substituting the formulae (41) and (43) into the potential (27) we obtain
where V 0 is an arbitrary constant. We can now consider the limit w = −1 (cosmological constant
On choosing c 1 = 1, c 2 = 0, we should consider the limit of the exponent in the formula (44) when w, α and p 2 tend to zero. This limit is equal to 4 and we obtain the quartic potential
which coincides with that already obtained at the end of the second section (see Eq. (32)). The general form of the potential for the case of a cosmological constant will be obtained in the next subsection.
Cosmological constant
It is best to treat the case of a cosmological constant separately, because in this case it is possible to invert the general solution for the function σ(a). In this case the Hubble parameter does not depend on a, hence h ′ = 0, and Eq. (25) has the form f ′′ = 0 and its general solution is
Correspondingly from Eq. (26)
and, if c 2 = 0,
The case c 2 = 0 should be treated separately. In this case σ does not depend on a and we already know that the corresponding potential has the quartic form (see Eqs. (32) and (46)). If c 2 = 0, using the formulae (48) and (49) we obtain
On substituting Eq. (50) into Eq. (44) we obtain
(1 + 6γ) σ
Conformal coupling
In this case β = −1. For the case of the perfect fluid p 1 = −α and p 2 = 1. For the first case the potential is equal to
while the potential corresponding to p 2 = 1 vanishes. For a cosmological constant, the potential corresponding to the case c 2 = 0 will have the form
while the potential given by formula (51) will have the form
Generally equation (25) for f (a) in this case has a simple form
One of its solutions
does not depend on h(a) and gives a potential equal to zero. The second solution
cannot be integrated explicitly for an arbitrary h.
The case
This case should be treated separately, because β = 0 and some of the formulae used in the subsections 3.1 and 3.2 are meaningless. The equation (23) for the variable x is now
Its general solution is
We shall write down this solution for some chosen forms of h(a). For the case of the cosmological constant h ′ = 0 and
where c 4 is an arbitrary constant, from Eq. (22) we have immediately
where σ 0 is a constant. Then
On substituting Eqs. (61) and (62) into Eq. (27) we obtain
At first glance, it seems that there is no connection between the last formula and the general formula of the potential for the case of the cosmological constant (see Eq. (51)). Indeed, the formula (51) seems to be inapplicable to the case γ = − 1 4 because of the presence of factor (4γ + 1) 2 in the denominator on the right-hand side of Eq. (51). This is not correct. In fact, by choosing the arbitrary constant c 1 such as
and substituting it into Eq. (51), in the limit for γ → − 1 4 , the singularity in the denominator is cancelled by the corresponding zero of the second order in the numerator and one is left with an expression for the potential which coincides with that given by Eq. (63).
For the barotropic fluid, using formula (34), one finds from Eq. (59) a general solution for x given by
We shall choose c 5 = 0, because only in this case one can find a as an explicit function of σ. Then
Finally, the potential for this case is
Chaplygin gas
The cosmological model of the Chaplygin gas [23] has acquired a certain popularity being, perhaps, a simple unified model of dark energy and dark matter [23, 25, 26] The equation of state for the Chaplygin gas is
Correspondingly the Hubble parameter is
The equation (master) for f is now
The general solution to this equation is
where δ ≡ √ 25 + 24β and z ≡ A B a 6 . In principle, to find a solution invertible with respect to a one can put c 2 = 0 and then search for values of the parameter β (and hence γ) such that the hypergeometric series terminates. However, we shall choose a simpler approach. In any case, we shall assume for the invertible function f the form
On substituting this ansatz into Eq. (71) we find that the only acceptable values of the parameters β, r 0 , r 1 , s 0 , s 1 are the following :
From (74) one has that
while from Eq. (75) one has that
where f 0 is an arbitrary constant. Using relation (26) we obtain
We shall also need the relation
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where σ 0 is an arbitrary constant. The Hubble parameter is given by
On substituting the formulae (76)- (80) into Eq. (27) we obtain
"Modified" Chaplygin gas
It is also possible consider the case of the "modified" Chaplygin gas, i.e. the perfect fluid for which the dependence of the Hubble parameter on the cosmological radius is given by the formula:
Such a dependence of the Hubble parameter on the cosmological radius corresponds to a perfect fluid with the equation of state
The term "modified Chaplygin gas" in connection with this kind of equation of state was used in papers [24] . Examples of such an equation of state were also considered in [12] and [27] . The case τ = one has a generalized Chaplygin gas [23, 28] while the case τ = 1 4 , ρ = 6 describes the Chaplygin gas. The master equation for the function f is now
On using the same ansatz as for the case of the Chaplygin gas (73) with z ≡ Aa ρ /B we obtain analogous relations for the parameters:
Then
The explicit expression for the potential is cumbersome:
For the case of the modified Chaplygin gas an additional explicit solution also exists. If the parameters ρ and τ are connected by the relation
and if
then there is a solution (73) with the coefficients
Correspondingly,
and σ ′ a = ρ 2 (ρ + 1)
We can now write down the explicit expression for the potential V = A 
Conclusion
In this letter we have extended the procedure of the reconstruction of the potentials for a scalar field to the case of induced gravity. We have obtained the explicit forms of potentials reproducing the dynamics of a flat FriedmannRobertson-Walker universe, driven by barotropic perfect fluids, by a Chaplygin gas and by a modified Chaplygin gas. The case of a cosmological constant was considered separately, because in this case it was possible to construct a general formula for a family of potentials. We have also considered the potentials for some particular values of the coupling parameter γ, when rather general potentials can be constructed as well. These values are γ = − 1 6 , which is the well-known case of a conformal coupling and the case γ = − 1 4 , which, to our knowledge, was not considered before.
